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Abstract: This article describes the software suite GROMACS (Groningen MAchine for Chemical Simulation) that
was developed at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands, in the early 1990s. The software, written in ANSI C,
originates from a parallel hardware project, and is well suited for parallelization on processor clusters. By careful
optimization of neighbor searching and of inner loop performance, GROMACS is a very fast program for molecular
dynamics simulation. It does not have a force field of its own, but is compatible with GROMOS, OPLS, AMBER, and
ENCAD force fields. In addition, it can handle polarizable shell models and flexible constraints. The program is
versatile, as force routines can be added by the user, tabulated functions can be specified, and analyses can be easily
customized. Nonequilibrium dynamics and free energy determinations are incorporated. Interfaces with popular
quantum-chemical packages (MOPAC, GAMES-UK, GAUSSIAN) are provided to perform mixed MM/QM simula-
tions. The package includes about 100 utility and analysis programs. GROMACS is in the public domain and distributed
(with source code and documentation) under the GNU General Public License. It is maintained by a group of developers
from the Universities of Groningen, Uppsala, and Stockholm, and the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in
Mainz. Its Web site is http://www.gromacs.org.
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Introduction

GROMACS is an acronym for GROningen MAchine for Chemical
Simulation. This sounds strange for a software package, but the
name arises from a collaborative project of our group in the
Department of Chemistry at the University of Groningen, The
Netherlands, with the Department of Computer Science in Gro-
ningen, in the early 1990s, to construct a dedicated parallel com-
puter system for molecular simulation. Until that time the Fortran
package GROMOS had been developed in our group, mainly by
van Gunsteren, who continued the development of GROMOS after
he moved to the ETH in Zürich, Switzerland, in 1990.1

The hardware project concerned the construction of a system of
32 processors (Intel i860, a 40 MHz, 80 Mflop RISC processor),
communicating in a ring structure by bidirectional dual-memory
access, and with a theoretical peak performance of 2.5 Gflop/s.
Effective communication required a different method of neighbor

searching and a distribution of the neighbor list over processors. In
fact, a complete software renewal was necessary, and it was
decided to write the GROMACS software in C. Communication
was done in C-routines that made use of calls supplied by the PVM
(Parallel Virtual Machine) library; later, this was replaced by MPI
(Message Passing Initiative). These have proven to be good
choices, because ANSI C and MPI became a standard, and most
other languages popular with computer scientists at the time (as
Pascal and OCCAM for parallel systems) have become obsolete.
This renewal gave the opportunity to redesign the software and
incorporate several innovations that simplified and accelerated the
computation. (See refs. 2–5 for the GROMACS version 1.0 of the
late 1994s.)
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The hardware project was quite successful, and resulted in a
prototype and a final machine (Amphisbaena,6 constructed by
CHESS Engineering B.V., Haarlem, The Netherlands). Its perfor-
mance exceeded the vector supercomputers of the time, CRAY
Y/MP and NEC SX-3, by a factor of 3 to 6, and it served the group
well for many years. However, with the upcoming mass-produced
personal computers in the later 90s, and the rapid increase in
processor speed, systems quickly became technically obsolete and
the construction of special-purpose machines was no longer a
cost-effective option. Since then, the GROMACS software was
further developed and optimized, especially for use on PC-clusters.

An early design decision was the choice to work with particle
decomposition rather than domain decomposition to distribute
work over the processors. In the latter case, spatial domains are
assigned to processors, which enables finding spatial neighbors
quickly by local communication only, but complications due to
particles that move over spatial boundaries are considerable. Do-
main decomposition is a better choice only when linear system size
considerably exceeds the range of interaction, which is seldom the
case in molecular dynamics. With particle decomposition each
processor computes the forces and coordinate/velocity updates for
an assigned fraction of the particles, using a precomputed neigh-
borlist evenly distributed over processors.7 The force Fij arising
from the pair interaction between particles i and j, which is needed
for the velocity update of both particles i and j, is computed only
once and communicated to other processors. Every processor
keeps in its local memory the complete coordinate set of the
system rather than restricting storage to the coordinates it needs.
This is simpler and saves communication overhead, while the
memory claim is usually not a limiting factor at all, even for
millions of particles. The neighborlist, on the other hand, which
can contain up to 1000 times the number of particles, is distributed
over the processors. Communication is essentially restricted to
sending coordinates and forces once per time step around the
processor ring. These choices have proven to be robust over time
and easily applicable to modern processor clusters.

While retaining algorithmic choices with proven validity and
efficiency from GROMOS,8 such as leap-frog integration of the
equations of motion,9 double-range neighborlist using charge
groups, incorporation of SHAKE10,11 to maintain holonomic con-
straints, weak coupling to temperature and pressure baths,12 and
stochastic dynamics algorithms,13,14 new concepts15 could be in-
corporated. These included (1) the computation of the virial of the
force as a single, rather than double sum over particles, thus
increasing the performance by 40% by avoiding an inner loop
calculation;3,16 (2) the use of triclinic boxes, which encompass all
possible periodic constructs,17 and (3) the storage of the translation
vector that defines the image of each particle in the neighborlist,
thus avoiding conditional statements in the inner loop over particle
pairs. Further efficiency-enhancing features, incorporated in ver-
sion 3.0, are described in a review in 2001:18 (4) the use of a
special software routine to evaluate the inverse square root, (5)
force/energy evaluation by cubic spline interpolation from tabu-
lated values, (6) fast grid-based neighbor searching, (7) a new and
more robust linear constraint solver LINCS,19 and (8), the use of
multimedia (3DNow! and SSE) instructions on Pentium (III and
higher), Athlon, and Duron processors.

GROMACS does not have a force field of its own. It now
supports the GROMOS96,20 Encad,21 and OPLS-AA22,23 force
fields, while Amber24 is in a testing stage.

As GROMACS has been developed entirely in the course of
publicly funded projects, it was decided to offer the software under
the GNU General Public License (GPL).25 This guarantees not
only open access for the scientific community, but also availability
of the source code. The latter we consider a prerequisite for good
science; a scientist is obliged to report in full and take full respon-
sibility for his or her work, which (s)he cannot do using black-box
software and proprietary force field information. The GNU GPL
allows the incorporation of GROMACS parts into software pack-
ages only if these are offered under GPL themselves.

The following sections describe the scientific concepts and the
programming concepts on which GROMACS is based. Then we
demonstrate the capabilities with some recent applications. Future
developments are then indicated. The Appendix describes recent
benchmarks and lists the capabilities of the utility and analysis
tools provided with GROMACS.

Scientific Concepts

It is the aim of GROMACS to provide a versatile and efficient MD
program with source code, especially directed towards the simu-
lation of biological (macro)molecules in aqueous and membrane
environments, and able to run on single processors as well as on
parallel computer systems. It does not only provide microcanonical
Hamiltonian mechanics, but also stochastic dynamics (SD) includ-
ing Langevin and Brownian dynamics, and energy minimization
(EM). Various coupling methods to temperature and pressure baths
are included, also allowing anisotropic pressures and triclinic box
changes in response to pressure tensor fluctuations. External forces
can be applied to enforce nonequilibrium dynamics or “steered
MD.” Atoms can be organized in special groups for the purpose of
selective participation in the dynamics or detailed analysis of
energies. There are also provisions for the use of virtual sites,
which are massless interaction sites constructed from atom posi-
tions. The program package includes a large variety of analysis
tools, ranging from extensive graphical trajectory analyses to nor-
mal mode and principal component analysis of structural fluctua-
tions. See the Appendix for a list of features.

System Definition

The system is defined by its size and shape, the number and types
of molecules it contains, and the coordinates and velocities of all
atoms. Velocities may also be generated from a Maxwellian dis-
tribution.

The usual geometry for the simulated system is a rectangular
box with periodic boundary conditions. GROMACS allows a
general triclinic box shape, which encompasses all possible space-
filling constructs, including the approximately spherical rhombic
dodecahedron and truncated octahedron. It is also possible to
study an isolated system, either as such or by choosing a suffi-
ciently large box. Recently, an algorithm has been published that
constructs a minimal-volume triclinic box shape given a minimum
distance between any atom of an arbitrary macromolecule and any
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atom of any of its images.26 Such optimization of solvent volume
is to be used in conjunction with a simulation under rotational
constraint.27 It easily saves a factor of 2 in computer time spent on
the solvent. These features are not yet incorporated into GRO-
MACS.

Force Field

The force field used for intramolecular interactions is in principle
not part of GROMACS, but the organization of force and energy
evaluations, although versatile, does set limitations to the allowed
types of force field. GROMACS is compatible with GROMOS-
96,20 including the 45a3 and 53a5/6 parameter sets,28,29 Encad,21

OPLS,22,23 and AMBER,24 and similar in structure to
CHARMM.30 Forces and energies are computed on the basis of
three different types of interaction:

● Bonded interactions between two, three, or four particles, based
on predefined, fixed lists. The two-particle bonded interactions
include harmonic, cubic, and Morse potentials. The harmonic
term Vb(rij) � (k/ 2)(rij � b)2 can—as in GROMOS—also be
replaced by its approximation (k/8b2)(rij

2 � b2)2, which avoids
a square-root operation. The three-particle bond angle interac-
tion is harmonic, either in the angle � itself (which gives a
discontinuous force when � reaches 180 degrees), or in the
cosine of the angle. The four-particle dihedral interaction allows
either a periodic function of the dihedral angle � (as in GRO-
MOS, AMBER, and CHARMM) in conjunction with a special
1–4 Lennard–Jones interaction, or a power series (up to the 5th
power) of cos � without 1–4 interaction. The latter allows
incorporation of the Ryckaert–Bellemans31,32 potential for al-
kanes, but also the Fourier series used in OPLS. There is also a
harmonic improper dihedral function to prevent deviations from
a flat geometry or accidental jumps to mirror images. Some
special interactions have been implemented, including a fourth-
order polynomial for bond-angle potentials and the FENE (Fi-
nite Extendible Nonlinear Elastic) potential33 for coarse-grained
polymer simulations V(r) � �0.5kb2log(1 � r2/b2).

Instead of applying interaction functions, bond lengths and
angles can be constrained to given values by applying the tradi-
tional SHAKE10 or the faster and more robust LINCS19 algorithm.
For water the SETTLE34 algorithm is used.

● Nonbonded interactions between particle pairs, based on a reg-
ularly updated volatile list of pairs. These interactions are pair-
additive and centro-symmetric. They consist of either a Len-
nard–Jones 6–12 potential or a Buckingham potential, where the
r�12 repulsion is replaced by an exponential term, and a Cou-
lomb term. The Coulomb interaction has a fixed dielectric con-
stant and can be modified by a reaction field,35,36 mimicking the
effect of a homogeneous dielectric environment beyond the
cutoff radius, including the effect of ionic strength.37 The non-
bonded functions can be modified by a shift function or a switch
function that causes forces and their derivatives to be continuous
at the cutoff radius. For use in conjunction with Ewald summa-
tion (see below), the Coulomb interaction is modified with an
error function. It is also possible to use arbitrary tabulated

functions for the nonbonded interactions: the energy values are
obtained from cubic spline interpolation, and the forces are exact
derivatives of the energy and have continuous derivatives them-
selves. This feature would, for example, allow a distance-de-
pendent dielectric constant as is used in CHARMM.

Long-range interactions can be chosen in a variety of ways. A
single or a twin-range cutoff can be employed, both preferably in
conjunction with the use of neutral charge groups to define the
cutoff; the latter prevents strong artifacts near the cutoff range.
However, the cutoff range is not allowed to exceed half the
smallest box size to prevent violation of the minimum image
convention. Alternatively, and preferable for most applications, a
lattice sum evaluation for the Coulomb forces can be chosen in
conjunction with a properly modified short-range part. The original
but inefficient Ewald summation38 is included for checking pur-
poses or for use on small systems; normally, one employs the
efficient Particle-Mesh-Ewald (PME) method of Darden et al.39,40

The full anisotropic virial is computed and charge and dipole
corrections are made to the Ewald sum. A version of the Particle-
Particle Particle-Mesh (PPPM or P3M) method of Hockney and
Eastwood41 is still available in GROMACS, but is in practice
superseded by PME.

● Special interactions can be defined to impose position, angle, or
distance restraints on the motion of the system. Position re-
straints are harmonic interactions of specified atoms with fixed
positions. The force constant can be specified for each spatial
dimension. They can be used during equilibration procedures of
“bad” structures, such as a macromolecule put into a hole cut
from a water configuration: position-restraining the macromo-
lecular atoms allows the water molecules to find reasonable
configurations and prevents drastic rearrangements within the
macromolecule. They can also be used to define a shell of
particles around a central region of interest with the aim to
mimic an infinite environment with a limited number of parti-
cles; the force constant of the restraining potential should then
vary from very weak near the central region to strong near the
outer boundary. One should, of course, be aware of the limita-
tions of such an environment that restricts diffusional freedom
and lacks correct long-range interactions. Angle restraints can
be put on the angle between two pairs of particles or between
one pair of particles with the z-axis. They can be used to
incorporate experimental data on orientation, if available. Dis-
tance restraints add a penalty to the potential energy when the
distance between specified pairs of particles exceeds a threshold
value. They are used to impose experimental restraints on the
motion of the system, as obtained (usually) from Nuclear Over-
hauser Effect (NOE) data in high-resolution NMR. The penalty
potential depends on three distance parameters r0, r1, and r2: it
is zero between r0 and r1, increases quadratically below r0 and
above r1, until r2, after which it increases linearly. Averaging
over more than one pair of atoms is possible to allow for
uncertain assignments in NMR (as two distinct methylene hy-
drogens) or for rapid motion (as for the protons in a rotating
methyl group). Averaging of r�3 over time (with a specified
time constant) is also possible, as is ensemble averaging over
multiple copies of the simulated system.
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Orientation restraints are another type of restraint that can be
obtained from NMR experiments, but on partially ordered mole-
cules. Such experiments include residual dipolar couplings and
chemical-shift anisotropies. Vectors between atom pairs can be
restrained with respect to the orientation of the molecule. As for
distance restraints this can also be done with time and/or ensemble
averaging.42

In addition to restraining potentials, it is also possible to define
freeze groups. Particles that belong to a freeze group are kept
stationary in the dynamics.

Polarizable Force Fields

Polarizable force fields can be incorporated into GROMACS if
they make use of a shell model43,44 or charge-on-spring model.45

In these models a massless charge (the “shell”) is connected to
another particle by a harmonic interaction. The position of the shell
is iteratively adjusted until the net force on the shell vanishes, thus
introducing a dipole moment proportional to the local electric field
acting on the shell. GROMACS has been used46 to perform MD on
the “Mobile Charge Densities in Harmonic Oscillators” (MCDHO)
shell-type model for water of Saint-Martin et al.47 GROMACS
also allows, without any modification, to treat shell-polarizable
models as extended systems by giving the shells a small mass and
performing normal dynamics with small time steps, instead of
iterating the shell positions. When the shells are kept cold, they
move close to their minimum energy surface, similar to the be-
havior of wave function coefficients in Car–Parrinello ab initio
MD.48 If the shell charge is relatively large, and hence the shell
displacement is small, the shell model is identical to a polarizable
model based on induced dipoles.

GROMACS can be used to realize flexible constraints.46 These
are adjustments of atom positions (in bonds) such that the net force
in the bond direction on the atom, including velocity-dependent
forces as the centrifugal force, vanishes. This is the proper treat-
ment for degrees of freedom as bond vibrations that are in their
quantum-mechanical ground state. Not the atomic coordinate, nor
the deviation from a constrained bond length, but the deviation
from the flexible constraint position is a separable quantum coor-
dinate.46

QM/MM Hybrid Interactions

In a molecular mechanics (MM) force field the influence of elec-
trons is expressed by empirical parameters that are assigned on the
basis of experimental data, or on the basis of results from high-
level quantum calculations. These are valid for the ground state of
a given covalent structure, and the MM approximation is usually
sufficiently accurate for ground-state processes in which the over-
all connectivity between the atoms in the system remains un-
changed. However, for processes in which the connectivity does
change, such as chemical reactions, or processes that involve
multiple electronic states, such as photochemical conversions,
electrons can no longer be ignored, and a quantum mechanical
description is required for at least those parts of the system in
which the reaction takes place.

One approach to the simulation of chemical reactions in solu-
tion, or in enzymes, is to use a combination of quantum mechanics

(QM) and molecular mechanics (QM/MM).49 The reacting parts of
the system are treated quantum mechanically, with the remainder
being modeled using the force field. In GROMACS, interactions
between the two subsystems are either handled as described by
Field et al.50 or within the ONIOM approach by Svensson et al.51

In the first approach, there are electrostatic interactions between
the electrons of the QM region and the MM nuclei, electrostatic
interactions between QM and MM nuclei, and Lennard–Jones
interactions between the QM and MM atoms. Bonded interactions
between QM and MM atoms are described at the MM level by the
appropriate force-field terms. Chemical bonds that connect the two
subsystems are capped by a hydrogen atom to complete the va-
lence in the QM region. The force on this cap atom, which is
present in the QM calculation only, is distributed over the two
atoms of the bond. The advantage of this method is that the MM
environment can induce polarization in the QM region. However,
this might not be compatible with the use of a nonpolarizable MM
force field. Furthermore, the use of standard Lennard–Jones pa-
rameters for QM nuclei could easily lead to an overestimation of
the polarization, as these parameters already include the polariza-
tion implicitly to some extent.

In the ONIOM approach the energy and gradients are first
evaluated for the isolated QM subsystem at the desired level of ab
initio theory. Then, the energy and gradients of the total system,
including the QM subsystem, are calculated using a molecular
mechanics force field and added to the energies and gradients just
calculated for the isolated QM subsystem. Finally, to correct for
counting the interactions inside the QM region twice, a force-field
calculation is performed on the isolated QM subsystem and the
energies and gradients are subtracted. The ONIOM scheme has the
advantage that it is not restricted to a two-layer QM/MM model,
but can handle more than two layers, with each layer described at
a different level of theory. Furthermore, ONIOM does not suffer
from the inconsistencies in the other QM/MM approach, but has
the disadvantage that MM layers do not induce polarization of the
QM region if the force field lacks polarization terms.

GROMACS provides both QM/MM approaches with interfaces
to several Quantum Chemistry Packages (Mopac,52 Gamess-UK,53

Gaussian54).

Removing Fast Degrees of Freedom

Obtaining as much sampling as possible within the available
computer time is essential if one is interested in conformational
dynamics of macromolecules such as the folding of proteins. With
GROMACS, several tricks can be played to obtain the longest
possible time step without loosing (much) accuracy. Using a
united-atom instead of an all-atom force field saves roughly a
factor of 4 in the number of interactions (e.g., the nine interactions
between two methylene groups are reduced to 2). Constraining
bond lengths allows a time step of 2 fs instead of 0.5 fs or less. The
maximum time step is limited by the shortest oscillation period
found in the system, and with constrained bond lengths this turns
out to be about 13 fs for bond-angle vibrations involving hydrogen
atoms.55 In many cases such bond-angle motions can be removed
by defining the hydrogen as a virtual particle, adding its mass to
the heavy atom it is connected to, and reconstructing the hydrogen
position from the position of three nearby atoms. There are six
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virtual-site constructions defined in GROMACS (see Fig. 1) that
can be used for this purpose. Other simplifying constructions are
possible for planar ring systems. But when a free rotation is still
possible, as an XOH-group that can rotate around the XOO bond,
or a water molecule rotating around the symmetry axis of the
molecule, the rotation cannot be quenched. The only option to
slow down such motions is to increase the mass of the hydrogen
atom at the expense of the mass of neighboring heavy atoms. For
a classical system, the thermodynamic equilibrium properties do
not depend on the distribution of masses of the particles, and
increasing hydrogen masses (e.g., to 4) only influences the fast
dynamics, but not the thermodynamics and slow dynamics of the
system. Time steps can routinely be extended to 4 fs, and some-
times even longer.55

Dynamic Integration

The integration follows the leap-frog discretization, which is time-
reversible and symplectic,56 also when holonomic constraints are
imposed.57 These two properties are considered important for
long-term stability of the simulation. An algorithm is symplectic
when it preserves areas and volumes in phase space, which is a
property of Hamiltonian mappings.

Microcanonical (i.e., constant total energy) Hamiltonian me-
chanics is very inconvenient for most applications, and a form of
temperature control and often also of pressure control is desirable.
In a microcanonical simulation the temperature will change
(mostly increase) during equilibration, during conformational
changes, and as a result of errors in the integration and force
evaluation. Of the various thermostatting methods, the weak-cou-
pling12 and the Nosé–Hoover58–60 methods are included in GRO-
MACS, while coupling to a stochastic bath can be accomplished
by standard Langevin dynamics, incorporated into GROMACS
with the third-order algorithm of ref. 14 that reduces to the leap-
frog scheme in the case of zero friction. With weak coupling the
system responds smoothly with a first-order exponential decay to
disturbances, as does stochastic coupling; Nosé–Hoover thermo-
stats involve a quite undesirable second-order oscillatory response
(see Fig. 2).61 Langevin dynamics produces a canonical ensemble,
but imposes an extra friction that influences dynamic properties;
61,62 Nosé–Hoover coupling produces a canonical ensemble in
configurational space, but not in the full phase space of the
particles, and weak coupling produces an ensemble in configura-
tional space that is intermediate between microcanonical (no cou-
pling) and canonical (very strong coupling with time constant

equal to the time step). The latter case corresponds to the simple
velocity-scaling method of Woodcock.63 Morishita64 has derived
distribution functions and fluctuation equations for intermediate
cases of weak coupling. Under the weak coupling scheme there is
a very slow transfer of energy to collective degrees of freedom that
are uncoupled from the system, as the total linear momentum. In
long simulations this may lead to the “flying ice cube” effect;65 a
cold system with a collective velocity. In GROMACS, this effect
is prevented by removing any center-of-mass motion.

Nonequilibrium Dynamics

It is possible to exert external forces on groups of atoms, to
perform nonequilibrium simulations. Defined groups of atoms can
each be subjected to a (constant) acceleration, which allows the
determination of transport properties by linear response theory66 or
the perturbation of a system in a desired direction. A special case
is implemented for the determination of viscosities: a transverse
cosine acceleration profile can be imposed, with acceleration in the
x-direction of the ith particle proportional to cos kzi, where k �
2�/Lz and Lz is the box height. This perturbation fits the period-

Figure 1. The six different types of virtual particle construction in GROMACS. The atoms are shown as
black circles, the virtual particles in gray. The first four are in-plane constructions; the last two are out of
plane.

Figure 2. Response of three different thermostats to a temperature
jump from 1 to 1.2 for a system of 8000 Lennard–Jones particles. Time
and temperature are in reduced units (from Hess61).
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icity of the box and produces a steady-state velocity profile, which
is monitored by Fourier transforming the particle velocities. This
velocity profile is subtracted from the velocities to determine
temperatures, and the profile is not subjected to thermostating. The
method, which has been known since 1973,66–69 yields the shear
viscosity � from the amplitude of the velocity profile. The method
has been implemented into GROMACS and compared to other
methods, such as pressure or momentum fluctuations and sliding
boundary conditions,61,70 with the conclusion that (for water) the
periodic nonequilibrium method is to be preferred because it is
more accurate than the fluctuation methods and does not share
some problems of the sliding boundary method.

GROMACS also allows the incorporation of an electric field
E(t) (at present only a homogeneous field is allowed), by imposing
an acceleration qiE(t)/mi on each particle. The field can be chosen
stationary or periodic in time, the latter optionally damped with a
Gaussian function. This allows the measurement of dielectric or
conductivity responses in a system. For an application involving
the voltage-dependent insertion of alamethicin in interfaces (see
Tieleman et al.71).

Several methods that have been incorporated to facilitate free
energy calculations (see the next subsection), can be used to
impose nonequilibrium processes and realize a variety of “steered”
dynamics. These include constraining the distance between the
centers of mass of two groups of atoms, imposing an umbrella
potential, and AFM pulling by a moving spring connected to an
atom.

Free Energy

There are two types of free energy, which one would like to obtain
from simulations. The first type is a difference in Gibbs free energy
between two thermodynamic states of a system, such as a macro-
molecule with bound ligand in solution minus that macromolecule
in solution plus a free ligand in solution with standard concentra-
tion, all at the same temperature and pressure, yielding the binding
constant of the ligand. Through the use of thermodynamic cycles
(see, e.g., ref. 72), such questions can be reduced to the difference
in Gibbs free energy between two systems with different Hamil-
tonians. The two systems may have a different atomic composition
(with a physically impossible “alchemical” transition and mean-
ingless free-energy difference). The second type is really a poten-
tial of mean force and concerns a free energy profile as a function
of some (one or more) reaction coordinate(s) that can be treated as
a restraint or constraint in the system.

GROMACS allows thermodynamic integration from system A
to system B using a coupling parameter �, defined in such a way
that � � 0 corresponds to system A and � � 1 corresponds to B.
The value of � can be manipulated during a MD run: it is possible
to perform equilibrium runs for given values of �, and collect free
energy derivatives, but it is also possible to perform a slow-growth
integration, changing � gradually during the simulation. During
the �-path soft-core potentials may be defined for the nonbonded
interactions, to avoid unnecessary barriers along the path. The
soft-core potentials modify the interaction distance in the non-
bonded Lennard–Jones and Coulomb interactions in such a way
that the potentials are unmodified at � � 0 or 1, but have the
singularities at zero distance removed for intermediate values of

�.18,73 Differences in constraints or in long-range interactions are
properly handled.

GROMACS supports three different ways to compute poten-
tials of mean force:

AFM Pulling

An atom or group of atoms is connected to a slowly retracting
spring. The rate constant and spring constant can be varied to
study, for example, the unbinding of a ligand from a protein.

Constraint Force

The distance between the centers of mass of two groups of atoms
can be constrained and the constraint force monitored.

Umbrella Sampling

A simple umbrella potential can be inserted, with a harmonic
umbrella potential that acts on the center of mass of a group of
atoms.

In all three cases the distance can be defined in one, two, or
three dimensions. Integration of the measured forces during equi-
librium (or very slow) simulations yields the change in potential of
mean force. When the change is not slow, the measured work W
done exceeds the free energy change; in principle, the change in
potential of mean force Vmf can then be extracted from an ensem-
ble-average using Jarzynski’s equation:74,75

�Vmf � �kBT ln�exp��W/kBT��, (1)

where the averaging is over an equilibrium ensemble of initial
states. However, in practice, the exponential averaging yields very
poor statistics76 and the available computer time is better spent on
approximating an equilibrium path.

The use of distances between centers of mass of groups of
particles guarantees that no metric tensor corrections to the con-
straint force77–79 are necessary.

A Note on Units

GROMACS uses the following convenient and consistent set of
units, of which the first four are chosen80 and the others derived:

mass: u (unified atomic mass unit, 1.660 538 86(28) � 10�27 kg)
length: nm (nanometer, 10�9 m)
time: ps (picosecond, 10�12 s)
charge: e (elementary charge, 1.602 176 53(14) � 10�19 C)
energy: kJ/mol (kiloJoule per mol, 1.660 538 86(28) � 10�21 J)
force: kJ mol�1 nm�1 (1.660 538 86(28) � 10�12 N)
pressure: kJ mol�1 nm�3 (1.660 538 86(28) � 106 Pa 	 16.6 bar)
electric factor: fel � 138.935 457(12) kJ mol�1 nm e�2, as in V �

felq
2/r

electric potential: kJ mol�1 e�1 � 0.010 364 269(1) Volt, as in

 � felq/r

Pressure is communicated in bar. Units as Ångström and kcal/
mol can be used as inputs, but they are converted to the units given
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above. With apology to our kcal-loving US friends, we do not
recommend the use of such non-SI units, which are now practically
obsolete in European education.

Implementation and Programming

GROMACS is written primarily in C, and an ANSI C compiler is,
in fact, the only requirement for building the package. The reasons
for this are partly historical; when GROMACS was first conceived
of in the early 1990s, scientific code was almost universally written
in Fortran for performance reasons. A key idea of the GROMACS
project was, however, to develop a portable and efficient parallel
molecular dynamics implementation,5 and to facilitate interaction
with communication libraries the C language was chosen for the
project. This was not an easy decision, because C performance was
still significantly behind Fortran, but it was outweighed by benefits
such as structured programming, abstract data types, and fully
dynamic memory allocation, which has enabled a faster and more
efficient development.

The performance penalty of the C code was addressed in 1995
by isolating the handful of speed-sensitive inner loops and rewrit-
ing them in Fortran. Linking the two languages is trivial, but recent
C compilers have largely closed the gap to Fortran, so the choice
is entirely optional. This mixed layout has been quite successful
and provides high performance in the core code, while the majority
of the program is maintained in a higher level language. In recent
versions of GROMACS, this idea has been extended further with
manually tuned assembly inner loops for most common architec-
tures.18

Portability

The ability to build GROMACS with only a C compiler greatly
facilitates porting. Because essentially all operating system kernels
are written in C, compilers are present even on the most esoteric
hardware imaginable. For example, the GROMACS project ini-
tially included dedicated hardware using 32 Intel i860 CPUs,2,4

and recently the software has been ported to embedded architec-
tures with extremely low cost and power requirements (e.g., Fu-
jitsu FR-V 555 and ClearSpeed CS301).

GROMACS makes full use of GNU-style autoconfiguration
scripts, which means the source will configure and compile en-
tirely automatically on any POSIX-like architecture, including
systems where it has not been run before. Installing GROMACS
from source is literally as easy as

$ tar -xzf gromacs-3.3.tar.gz $ cd gromacs-3.3
$ ./configure ;

make ; make install

If any ANSI-compliant C compiler fails to build the package it is
considered a high-priority bug, which will be fixed in the next
patch release. The standard configuration scheme has also made it
straightforward to provide RPM and other binary packages for
several architectures at the project Web site http://www.gromacs.
org. GROMACS can also be compiled as a native Microsoft

Windows program by using the Visual Studio Project files avail-
able from the ftp site.

Fast Fourier Transforms are used heavily both in the algorithms
PME39,40 and PPPM,41 as well as several analysis programs. For
this, GROMACS relies on the freely available FFTW library
(Fastest Fourier Transform in the West81), which has proven to be
one of the fastest implementations available. Parallel runs require
a standard MPI communication library, for example, the free
LAM-MPI82 or MPICH83 implementations. The GROMACS li-
braries have recently been overhauled and made fully reentrant.
This makes it safe to call GROMACS routines from multithreaded
applications, and future program versions will support mul-
tithreaded SMP parallelization of GROMACS itself as well as a
twin-level mixed thread/MPI parallelization mode.

The User Interface Layer

A guiding principle for GROMACS has been to create programs
that mimic the way the standard UNIX environment works. Instead
of a complex scripting language there is a large collection of
programs each responsible for a specific task, and options are
controlled with command line arguments. In the source, this has
been implemented as a separate virtual interface layer. When a
program starts it only needs to specify the type of input and output
it accepts, and then call a single routine to do all the argument
parsing. This provides the user with a highly consistent interface
and enables some features like automatically running heavy pro-
grams at low priority, but more important, it makes it possible to
automatically extract documentation strings for the program and
options from the source code. The resulting help information is
always available through the “-h” option; it can be viewed on the
UNIX man page generated for each program, in the GROMACS
manual, or why not the online HTML documentation—all guar-
anteed to be consistent and up to date with respect to the source.
The file options are also used to generate shell completions for
bash, tcsh, and zsh: after adding an option (e.g., “-p” to read a
topology) you can just hit tab and get a list of all files in the current
director that are compatible with the option in question.

The interface layer is not limited to simple argument parsing. It
has also been used to implement an X11/Motif graphical interface
to the programs. This extension is enabled automatically if the
appropriate libraries are found at compile time, and provides
dialog boxes and context-sensitive help without adding a single
line of code outside the interface layer. The whole concept is also
equally useful for output data: many programs automatically gen-
erate postscript (EPS), pixmap (XPM), structures (e.g., PDB), or
finished Xmgrace graphs (XVG), and the corresponding viewer
applications can be configured to start automatically.

Programs have been designed with simplicity but generality in
mind; by default, tasks like topology building from coordinate files
is completely automatic for all force fields in the distribution, but
by adding command-line switches the user can choose to select
protonation states, disulphide bridges, or terminus types interac-
tively. Virtual interaction sites can be generated on the fly without
any user interaction, and only run parameters that differ from their
default values have to be specified. Finally, the programs do rather
excessive amounts of double and triple checking to ensure input
data and parameters are consistent and correct.
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Code Structure and Algorithms

The GROMACS source is written with maintainability in mind,
and makes heavy use of structures and abstract data types to
enforce encapsulation. The design is largely object-oriented (de-
spite using C instead of C�� for portability reasons); concepts
such as the topology, trajectory, or system state are normally
handled as abstract objects with dedicated manipulation functions.
The only significant exception to this is the core nonbonded
kernels where the goal has instead been to maximize performance
at any cost.

GROMACS can be compiled in either single or double preci-
sion by adding a single flag to the configuration script. By taking
care of summation order and sometimes using intermediate double
precision variables it has been possible to use single precision by
default while still conserving energy perfectly in microcanonical
ensemble runs. Modern CPU architectures are equally fast for
single and double precision calculations, but the reduced amount
of data doubles cache efficiency and has enabled the use of
multimedia instructions that are often only available in single
precision. The only remaining application where double precision
is strongly recommended is energy minimization performed before
a normal mode calculation,84 to make sure the Hessian matrix is
positive definite (no negative eigenvalues).

One of the most common tasks in a simulation or analysis is to
perform operations on a subset of the system, for example, to
restrain alpha carbons or calculate the diffusion of a certain mol-
ecule. GROMACS supports this by introducing a general index
group concept throughout the source code. This enables default
features like limiting trajectory output to a certain subgroup and
separating all nonbonded energies into pairwise contributions. All
routines that perform actions like restraining, pulling, or rotating
atoms have an optional index group argument to restrict the action
to those atoms, and when calculating RMS (root-mean-square)
differences one group is used for fitting and an arbitrary list of
groups for the evaluation.

The GROMACS simulation box and periodic boundary condi-
tions are universally implemented as triclinic matrix operations.
Because any crystal type can be represented with a triclinic cell,
this means GROMACS is entirely general when it comes to the
system shape. All routines work equally well with, for example, a
truncated octahedron or dodecahedron periodic boundary condi-
tion. Both the grid-based neighbor searching and nonbonded in-
teractions are, for instance, equally fast regardless of the system
shape, and by using anisotropic pressure coupling it is even pos-
sible to simulate free or forced transitions between different crystal
cell geometries.85,86

The code only makes very general assumptions about potential
functions for particle interactions. Bonded interactions are simply
defined by one or more atoms, an enumerated index for the type of
the interaction, and a set of parameters. This includes bonds,
angles, and torsion terms, but also, for example, water polarization
shells, position, and distance restraints. The code already supports
17 different bonded interaction forms, but all that is required to
extend it further is to (1) write the code to calculate the new
interaction as a separate function, and (2) add the type, name, and
parameters to the list of interactions. The whole propagation of

data from the force field files to the routine where it is evaluated
will be handled automatically.

Nonbonded interactions are currently limited to pairwise con-
tributions, defined through dynamic neighbor lists.87 The group
concept makes it trivial to make exceptions in the neighbor search-
ing, for instance, to exclude all interactions in a frozen part of the
system. Simple potentials such as standard Coulomb, Reaction-
Field,35 Lennard–Jones, and Buckingham are implemented in an-
alytical form, and more complex interactions (including user-
defined ones) are supported through an efficient implementation of
cubic spline interpolation with flexible accuracy. These tabulated
interactions are only about 30% slower than the simplest possible
Coulomb potential (1/r) in GROMACS, so the only reason for
writing new analytical interactions is if they for some reason
cannot be formulated with tables. On the code level, each individ-
ual interaction can have a unique set of nonbonded parameters, but
they have usually been calculated from combination rules and/or
scaling factors in the topology.

The Shift Concept and Single-Sum Virial

The computationally most expensive part of molecular simulations
is the evaluation of nonbonded forces. Because most are performed
under periodic boundary conditions and minimum image conven-
tion, a significant part of the time for each pairwise interaction is
often spent on calculating which periodic image is closest. Tri-
clinic boundary conditions require almost twice as many floating-
point operations as rectangular boxes, not to mention that the
necessary conditional statements are particularly bad on supersca-
lar CPUs where they inhibit instruction pipelining.

In GROMACS, these problems were worked around and per-
formance improved significantly by introducing the concept of
nonbonded shift during neighbor searching. Instead of calculating
the closest image of each neighbor j-particle to the i-particle
“owning” a neighborlist, the i-particle itself is iteratively placed in
each possible image location and all local j-particle neighbors
added to a neighborlist where the translational shift of the i-
particle is also recorded. Figure 3 illustrates the process for an
imaginary two-dimensional system. Theoretically, there are up to
11 possible such shifts vectors for a triclinic cell, but in practice,
many of them fall outside the list cutoff, so particles only have
neighbors for a handful of different shifts.

The main advantage is, however, not a slightly more efficient
neighbor searching, but the idea that the different images of the
i-particle can be treated as separate neighborlists with fixed shifts.
For each such list, the i-particle is first shifted to the correct image
position, and all nonbonded interactions evaluated without having
to calculate any periodic images in the innermost loop over neigh-
bors. In practice, the translation vectors are stored as relative
translation indices to account for changing cell shapes when pres-
sure coupling is enabled. This idea removes not only the condi-
tional statements from the inner loop, but all references to the
periodic boundary conditions—including the extra cost of triclinic
instead of rectangular cell geometry.

The shift vectors further make it possible to completely extract
the evaluation of the virial tensor � from the inner loops.3,16 With
the minimum image vector distance defined as rij

n � (ri � �i �
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rj), where �i is the shift vector and the pairwise force Fij, it
follows that
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The virial can thus be expressed as a combination of single
sums over the particle positions and particle shifts in vector prod-
ucts with the total force on each particle. No evaluation whatsoever

has to be done in the innermost loop over neighbors, and in the
outer loop it is only necessary to sum the total force for each shift.
This saves another nine multiplications and nine additions per
interaction, and results in roughly 40% performance improvement
while the full accuracy virial is still obtained for pressure calcu-
lation.

A similar bonded shift concept is used for all bonded interac-
tions in GROMACS, but because those account for a much smaller
fraction of the run time the performance difference is less dra-
matic, although it hides the additional complexity of the triclinic
boundary conditions.

Optimization of the Square Root Operation

Even after extracting conditionals and the virial calculation, the
inner loops still account for the largest fraction of simulation
runtime. It turns out that the single most expensive floating-point
operation is the calculation of 1/r from the squared distance r2.
This corresponds to first taking a square root and then reciprocal of
the result. Division and square roots are incredibly slow on most
hardware, and to make things worse, the square root is calculated
by taking the inverse square root and then multiplying with the
initial value; in other words, the reciprocal is entirely superfluous!

In practice, inverse square roots are calculated by performing a
limited-accuracy table lookup followed by several steps of New-
ton–Raphson refinement (see, e.g., Numerical Recipes88). Even
CPUs that provide hardware SQRT instructions use a microcoded
version of this algorithm, but it is usually not pipelined and thus
very slow.

To improve this, GROMACS performs the inverse square root
operation in software on platforms where it is faster. Because the
operation will be performed billions of times, a larger table is used
(wasting some cache) to get 12 bits of accuracy in the initial
lookup value a. The input argument does not have to be checked
because r2 cannot be negative, and a single step of Newton–
Raphson refinement is enough to achieve single-precision accu-
racy if rare errors in the least significant bit are acceptable:

1

r
� a�3 	 ar2�/ 2 (3)

This more than doubles performance on processors without
hardware square-root instructions, and even when double precision
forces another iteration step it can be a significant speedup due to
our larger table and fewer argument checks.

Specialized Nonbonded Kernels

The nonbonded inner loops in GROMACS have gradually evolved
to higher performance. Apart from the algorithmic optimizations
mentioned above, a lot of speed is gained simply by avoiding
unnecessary calculations. For example, atoms without van der
Waals interactions can be handled in a faster Coulomb-only inter-
action routine.

In version 3 of GROMACS, this idea was taken to another level
by borrowing a successful approach from the BLAS89/LAPACK90

libraries: A large set of separate nonbonded kernels were written,
each responsible for a very specific type of interaction, for exam-

Figure 3. The shift concept for nonbonded interactions. The actual
simulation cell (E) is shaded, but due to periodic boundary conditions
the particle i sometimes interacts with periodic images (primed num-
bers) of the original locations. Instead of calculating the image for each
pairwise evaluation, an iteration over image locations for the main
particle is done and j particle indices added to neighborlists with
separate shift indices. In this case, the particle i would have neighbors
1, 2, 3, 4 for central shift (cell E); neighbors 8, 9 when shifted to cell
F; neighbors 5, 6 when shifted to cell H; and finally, neighbor 7 when
shifted to cell I. When evaluating nonbonded energies in each list, the
i particle is moved to the shift location and all local interactions
calculated without having to check which image is closer. Note that
real three-dimensional neighborlists will be much longer.
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ple, Reaction-Field Coulomb combined with tabulated van der
Waals interactions. Because most biomolecular simulations con-
tain large amounts of water, special routines were created for
interactions between water and other atoms and even between
pairs or water molecules. This leads to better cache usage and
hides floating-point latencies. Initially, it was only implemented
for the SPC91 or TIP3P92 water models, but GROMACS 3.3 adds
support for accelerated TIP4P92 nonbonded kernels. Any similar
three or four particle water model (e.g., SPC/E93) can also be used.

In practice, the roughly 80 different nonbonded functions are
written in either C or Fortran at build time using a small kernel
generator program. The software inverse square root is optionally
inlined, and coordinates and/or forces can be prefetched. Because
the interaction forms are defined in the generator source, it guar-
antees consistency and eliminates the risk of bugs in functions that
are used only rarely, not to mention that it saves programming
time.

To fully exploit the hardware, many of the GROMACS non-
bonded kernels have been tuned for specific hardware or even
implemented in assembly code. The lack of conditional statements
and streamlined core loops simplified this task considerably. Ini-
tially, it started as a test to see whether the SSE multimedia
instructions in �86 CPUs could be used to accelerate molecular
dynamics. From a marketing point of view, molecular simulation
is irrelevant compared to games, but luckily enough it turns out
that inverse square roots are very common in shadow and lighting
calculations, and the GROMACS SSE kernels more than doubled
the already high performance on cheap PC hardware.

The current release of GROMACS provides accelerated assem-
bly kernels for eight different combinations of architecture and
precision. Most of them rely on multimedia instructions: 3DNow
on Athlon CPUs,94 SSE (single) and SSE2 (double) instructions on
ia32 Pentium and AthlonXP CPUs,95 64-bit SSE and SSE2 kernels
for Opteron processors and Altivec/VMX96 on PowerPC proces-
sors. The most recent addition is Itanium2; while this architecture
does not provide any multimedia instructions, it supports a pow-
erful concept called software pipelining that has been used to
completely hide instruction latencies: The sequential particle in-
teraction is split into several “pipeline” stages, analogous to run-
ning multiple laps in a single loop. The Itanium2 kernels achieve
over 90% of the theoretical hardware peak performance in both
single and double precision; a complete Coulombic interaction
including forces is calculated in only 12 clock cycles, and when
only the potential is required it is reduced to as little as seven
cycles.

File Formats and I/O Layer

The GROMACS library provides general I/O functions that can
read and write any coordinate, trajectory, energy or topology
format supported in the package. For instance, any program that
needs to read or write coordinates just specifies a “generic trajec-
tory” argument. The format of the file will be determined and
converted by the I/O layer, and where applicable, the user will see
options to start/stop reading at arbitrary frames in the file. Simi-
larly, output formats are set automatically based on the file name
extensions provided by the user. This way, all GROMACS pro-
grams support all formats, and if a program needs, for example,

atom or residue names it can get them from either a topology, a
coordinate file, or even a trajectory format that includes names.
Files that do not require random access can be compressed and
decompressed automatically on the fly with gzip or compress.

To generate binary data in a fully portable way, GROMACS
uses a built-in version of the POSIX External Data Representation
(XDR, RFC1014).97 All files written by the package can be shared
between big and small endian hosts, machines with different
floating-point precision or even non-IEEE floating point formats.
Single precision versions of GROMACS can read double precision
files and vice versa, but obviously the practical precision is limited
to the stored data.

By default, GROMACS conserves space for trajectory storage
by separating trajectories into a full precision file that stores both
coordinates and velocities more seldom (for restarting runs), while
coordinates for data analysis are normally stored in a lossy com-
pression format. The loss is introduced by truncating coordinates
to integer units of picometers (or any other scaling factor). Water
atoms are sorted to utilize that hydrogen coordinates can be stored
more efficiently by their offset from the oxygen, and finally, the
bits are compressed with a lossless algorithm. With the standard
values, as little as 4 bytes is required for each atom coordinate
triplet in the final trajectory, that is, more than an order of mag-
nitude compression. Even the lossless compression step is highly
efficient; gzip is not able to shrink the files further. Just as the
normal trajectories, the compressed files can be read and written by
all programs using the GROMACS library. Interaction energies
and other statistical data such as temperature, pressure, or distance
restraint violations are written to portable binary energy files. A
nice feature of these is that they store not only instantaneous values
but exact averages, fluctuations, and drifts based on every single
time step in the simulation, even when the energy frames are only
written, for example, every 1000 steps. This is actually not a trivial
problem; early versions of GROMACS used the classical variance
formula
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but for long trajectories this leads to large numerical errors. In-
stead, the current implementation stores the partial sum and vari-
ance
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from which the average and variance of the values stored between
steps m and m � k can be calculated as
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GROMACS includes programs that use these formulas both to
extract and report energy statistics (g_energy) and to concatenate/
split energy files (eneconv). There is a similar kitchensink-style
program for manipulating coordinate trajectories called trjconv.

Selected Applications

In this section we review some simulations that have been done
with GROMACS that are either interesting from a scientific point
of view or employ some of the special (and sometimes unique)
features of the code. A number of high profile biological applica-
tions have been possible mainly due to the high performance of the
code. In other cases special additions have been implemented.

Membrane Simulations

Simulations of phospholipids, phospholipid membranes, and sur-
factants have long been a special interest in the group,98–101 and
the advent of the GROMACS hardware and software made it
possible to simulation very large membranes102 or very long time
scales. In particular, the simulations of spontaneous aggregation of
dodecylphosphocholine lipids (DPC) into micelles103 and of di-
palmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) into bilayers104 were inter-
esting because they showed a plausible picture of the process. In
the latter case it was found that the rate-limiting step is due to
breaking a water pore spanning the lipid bilayer. These applica-
tions were taken a step further by Marrink and Mark when they

developed a course-grained model for lipids and water, where four
water molecules are treated as a single particle and DPPC lipids
are represented by 12 beads.105 Simplifying the model in this
manner has two advantages: a smaller numbers of particles and the
possibility to take large time steps in the integration algorithm
(here 50 fs). Although one looses the detailed atomic information,
one gains in time and length scale. With this model the spontane-
ous formation of vesicles was observed, and interesting differences
between the inner and outer membrane of the vesicles (diffusion
rate, composition) were observed.106 Finally, simulations of the
formation of a DPPC vesicle were performed in atomic detail as
well107 (see Fig. 4).

Membrane Protein Simulations

Whereas protein simulations in solvent have become common-
place, membrane proteins are still a more specialized topic. In part,
this is due to the fact that one needs to treat lipids in atomic detail
as well as the protein, although there are examples of membranes
represented by a matrix of hydrophobic particles108,109 as well.
The added complexity (including the problem which force field to
use110,111) plus the usually large number of atoms make that the
simulation of membrane proteins still is more of a challenge than
simple liquids or solvated proteins. One of the first large mem-
brane protein simulation using GROMACS was performed by
Tieleman et al. on a porin trimer.112–114 Other interesting appli-
cations are the transport of small molecules through Aquaporin
and GlpF (a sugar transporter),115 in particular because these
processes were simulated in real time (ns).116 Similar studies
describe water transport through Gramicidin117 and, again,
through Aquaporin.118 In the latter case, the energetics of the

Figure 4. Snapshots from a coarse-grained simulation (upper panel) and a simulation in atomic detail
(lower panel) of lipids (DPPC) aggregating in water, from random distribution (left, at time 0) and after
(effective) times of 1, 5, 30, and 90 ns. The system contains 1017 DPPC and 106,000 water molecules,
totaling about 370,000 atoms. In the coarse-grained simulation there are 12 particles per lipid and one
particle per four water molecules, totaling 38,700 particles. The coarse-grained simulation took half a
processor day, while the detailed simulation took about two processor years! (Courtesy of S.-J. Marrink106

and A. H. de Vries;107 the lower panel is from ref. 107, reproduced with permission of the American
Chemical Society.)
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process are also described based on the free energy of water
diffusion.

Interaction of Molecules with Ionizing X-rays

The advent of X-ray free electron lasers (FEL) will enable a whole
range of new experiments in physics, chemistry, and biology
within a few years.119–121 In the field of biological applications,
one could envision performing structural studies on large biomol-
ecules, biomolecular aggregates, or nanocrystals. Molecular dy-
namics simulations of a protein molecule in an FEL beam are
encouraging as to the feasibility of such experiments.122 In this
work interactions between X-rays and T4-lysozyme were imple-
mented in GROMACS, to simulate the damage on a protein due to
radiation, which manifests itself mainly through the photoelectric
effect. In a recent follow-up, interactions between an electron gas
(representing the electrons liberated through the photoelectric ef-
fect and secondary electron cascades123) were added to the
model.124 In this model the nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann equa-
tion for the combination of point charges on the atoms and the
electron gas is solved using an iterative scheme. The results show
that the electrons retained in the sample (water clusters) undergo-
ing radiation damage slow down the eventual Coulomb explosion
of the sample, something that was also found in a much simpler
hydrodynamic model,125 which, however, does not give the same
kind of detail. This is beneficial for experiments that will have to
be performed in the fs time range, in the sense that it seems that the
Coulomb explosion is slightly slower than estimated before-
hand.122

Combined Quantum Mechanics and Classical Mechanics

The embedding of a quantum mechanical subsystem (QM) within
a classical representation of the local environment (MM) has
extended the range of applicability of MD simulation into areas of
research concerned with chemical reactivity in condensed phases.
Examples include chemical reactions in solution and in enzymes.
Furthermore, simulations are no longer limited to the ground state,
as photo-induced processes can also be studied using hybrid
QM/MM schemes. In a recent application126 we have used a

combination of high level CASSCF ab initio calculations, surface-
hopping techniques, and classical molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulation techniques to directly simulate the process of photo-
isomerization of a chromophore within photoactive yellow protein
(PYP),127 a bacterial photoreceptor protein (Fig. 5). Within this
approach it has not only been possible to explicitly follow the
dynamics in the excited state, but also to predict with high accu-
racy the radiationless transitions between the excited state and
ground state, the relaxation time of the system, the quantum yield,
fine details of the fluorescence decay spectra, and the structural
properties of intermediates occurring during the process of isomer-
ization, which had previously been observed in low temperature
crystallographic studies. This work has opened up the possibility to
use similar approaches to study a wide range of photo-activated
processes in proteins. In another application, the QM/MM inter-
face was used to calculate proton affinities of side chains within
PYP.128,129

Protein Folding-Related Simulations

The topic of protein folding has long been one of the challenges
pursued by the GROMACS authors.130–133 More recently, longer
simulations have become possible, in the range of 50 ns and
longer. Under these circumstances, processes like folding of �-he-
lices can, in principle, be simulated. However, due to the marginal
stability of helices one either has to simulate longer, or perform
multiple simulations, and hope to see a folding process in one of
them. This has been done in the extreme by the Pande group at
Stanford, who use screen savers on desktop computers around the
world to study protein folding.134 The latest version of their
screen-saver program is based on GROMACS, and because of this
they were able for the first time to study proteins in explicit
solvent135 (see Fig. 6). Further long simulations are necessary to
test the stability in different force fields, however.136 Zhou et al.
have recently presented an interesting study of the hydrophobic
collapse of a multidomain protein,137 using some of the artificial
tricks possible in GROMACS, that is, they switched off the inter-
actions between part of the protein and solvent to speed up the

Figure 5. Snapshots of a photo-isomerization simulation. In the trans conformation, the p-coumaric acid
chromophore, which is covalently linked to PYP via a cysteine, is electronically excited. In the excited
state (S1), the chromophore rapidly decays from the Franck–Condon region on the S1 surface to a local
minimum via a 90 deg. rotation of the double bond (indicated by the double arrow). There it encounters
the S1/S0 intersection seam, where a radiationless transition takes the QM/MM trajectory to the
ground-state (S0). Back on S0, relaxation leads to the isomerized conformation of the chromophore. The
isomerization is the essential step for reaching the signaling state of PYP.
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dewetting transition at the interface between the domains of the
protein.

Outlook

Plans for future implementation of algorithms abound. It is easy to
write down a list of things one wishes to implement; however,
considering limited time of the main developers, and unwillingness
of granting agencies to sponsor code development one has to
prioritize. We therefore give a short list of things that will almost
certainly be implemented in the near future.

1. Better scaling parallel code. This will be the main feature of the
4.0 version of GROMACS. It will include combined mul-
tithreading/MPI, dynamic distribution of particles over proces-
sors, parallelization of constraint algorithms, and better paral-
lelization of PME. A collaboration between the main
developers and the German Max-Planck institutes has been
established to this end.

2. XML (eXtensible Markup Language) based file formats, which,
in principle, would give “future-proof” files. Although not
inherently difficult to implement, progress in this area is some-
what slow due to the ambition to have a file format that can be
used without change by different codes. See also the remark
below.

3. An interface with the EDEN (Electron DENsity) program138,139

will be developed that will allow the use of GROMACS and
EDEN for real space refinement of models to electron dens-
ity.140

4. Improvement of interfaces to popular force fields.
5. As the need arises, additional bonded interaction functions will

be added.
6. To facilitate the communication with other scientific software,

we envision to modularize the source code into small libraries
with a well-defined application program interface. By doing
this, parts of GROMACS can be incorporated into other free
software packages, for example, the PyMOL graphics pro-
gram141 could allow a minimization function by calling the
GROMACS minimizer. Other parts of the code that would be

useful to share include the analysis tools, which could be useful
for other modeling codes or for structural analysis.

We wish to make a final remark on an outlook on the future that
is not in our hands. The uncoupling of force fields from simulation
packages would be a valuable general asset, adding much flexi-
bility to user’s applications. A standardized description or ontology
for force fields, as a defined XML namespace, would be the way
to ensure wide acceptance and unequivocal (possibly automated)
implementation. We recommend the scientific community to con-
sider such definitions.
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Appendix A: Benchmark Results

GROMACS includes a small suite of benchmarks that we contin-
uously run on new interesting hardware to determine which archi-
tectures and vendors provide the best price/performance ratio, and

Figure 6. A sequence of structures of the 23-residue protein BBA5 in explicit water in a folding pathway
generated in a Folding@Home project using GROMACS.135 Ten thousand trajectories were produced,
totaling 100-�s simulated time, which allowed for proper statistics and analysis of the folding process.
Thirteen folding events were recorded.
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how well different networks scale. The results are publicly avail-
able in the benchmarks section at www.gromacs.org, but to tell the
truth, it has gotten a bit boring lately—there is simply no compe-
tition to cheap PC boxes using ia32, �86-64, or PowerPC proces-
sors. So, instead of just citing standard numbers that would any-
way be outdated soon, a slightly different benchmark was created
for this article. Small or medium-size proteins are by far the most
common simulated molecules, so we figured it would be useful to
have a summary of performance with the various algorithms we
have covered for precisely these systems. For some cases one of
the PC architectures perform significantly better than the others,
and it is also quite useful for estimating the performance of, for
example, different force fields and water models, or fast/simple vs.
slow/accurate simulation protocols.

For the small system we selected the Villin headpiece (PDB
code 1VII), solvated with 3000 SPC water molecules in a truncated
octahedron box, totaling just under 10,000 atoms. The medium-
size protein is represented by hen egg white Lysozyme (2LZM),
surrounded by 7156 water molecules in a rhombic dodecahedron,
which is the most spherical of available shapes. Depending on the
force field and water model, this system contains between 23,207
and 31,275 atoms. Internally in GROMACS, both these simulation
boxes are represented as triclinic systems. Both the GROMOS96
and OPLS-AA-1 force fields were used, as well as the SPC/TIP3P
and TIP4P water models. The basic timestep was 2 fs, with all
bonds constrained. In some simulations the hydrogens were mod-
eled as a virtual interaction site, which enabled a 4-fs time step.

Neighborlists were updated every 20 fs, that is, every 5 or 10 steps
depending on the time step length. Berendsen temperature cou-
pling with a time constant of 0.1 ps was used, but no pressure
coupling. When PME was used the lattice spacing was restricted to
be less than 0.12 nm in all directions, and the reciprocal energy
evaluated every step. For twin-range neighbor searching, the non-
bonded forces inside the first cutoff were evaluated every step, and
the part between the two cutoffs evaluated during neighborlist
updating. Other algorithms used include reaction-field electrostat-
ics (RF), Lennard–Jones interactions switched off continuously
from 0.2 nm inside the cutoff, and user-defined interactions using
cubic spline interpolation tables read from files.

The machines used in the benchmark were a 2.8-GHz Intel
Xeon with a 512-kb cache memory and a 800-MHz bus (ia32), a
2-GHz AMD Opteron with a 1024 kb cache running in 64-bit
mode (�86-64), and a 2.5-GHz Apple Macintosh PowerPC 970
(ppc). Intel compilers (32 and 64 bit versions, respectively) were
used on the Intel/AMD machines and IBM compilers on the
PowerPC.

The results mostly speak for themselves (Table 1), but there are
a couple of noteworthy observations. First, the three architectures
are almost on par considering the PowerPC machine is cutting
edge while the �86 alternatives are several months old. The
OPLSAA/L simulations are on average 10–15% slower, explained
by the extra hydrogen atoms and significantly more dihedrals. The
TIP4P overhead compared to three-particle water models is fairly
low, and because it is mostly due to loading extra coordinates, it is

Table 1. GROMACS Stimulation Performance Quoted in Picoseconds/Day on Single PC CPUs.

Simulation setup Performance, ps/day

Syst FF virtH Water Coulomb LJ ia32 �86-64 ppc

Vil G no TIP3P cutoff 0.8 cutoff 0.8 9744 9574 14,385
Vil G yes TIP3P cutoff 0.8 cutoff 0.8 16,900 16,895 23,681
Vil G yes TIP3P RF 1.0 cutoff 1.0 10,308 9719 12,934
Vil G yes TIP3P PME 0.9 twin 0.9/1.4 4624 4849 5101
Lys G no SPC cutoff 1.0 cutoff 1.0 2312 2002 3373
Lys G yes SPC cutoff 1.0 cutoff 1.0 3933 3635 5391
Lys G yes SPC twin 0.8/1.4 twin 0.8/1.4 3059 3076 4243
Lys G no SPC RF 1.0 cutoff 1.0 2140 1897 2534
Lys G no SPC RF 1.0 switch 1.0 1859 1742 2288
Lys G no SPC PME 0.9 cutoff 0.9 1010 1129 1108
Lys G no SPC PME 0.9 switch 0.9 958 1088 1097
Lys G no SPC table 1.0 table 1.0 1300 1302 1585
Lys O no TIP3P cutoff 1.0 cutoff 1.0 1927 1742 2626
Lys O yes TIP3P cutoff 1.0 cutoff 1.0 3372 3200 4565
Lys O no TIP4P cutoff 1.0 cutoff 1.0 1553 1549 1997
Lys O no TIP4P PME 0.9 cutoff 0.9 813 922 945
Lys O no TIP3P PME 0.9 cutoff 0.9 908 1018 987

Vil: Villin headpiece; Lys: Lysozyme; G: Gromos96; O: OPLS-AA; twin: twin range.
Force field is either Gromos96 (G) or OPLS-AA/L (O). The virtH column specifies whether hydrogens were modeled
with virtual interaction sites to enable a 4-fs time step; otherwise, a 2-fs step was used. For both Coulomb and
Lennard–Jones interactions the setup is described in the text, while the number denotes the cutoff in nanometers—two
numbers are given for twin-range cutoff setups. This is by no means an exhaustive list of alternatives, but it includes
the most common choices of algorithms and cutoffs. Due to their small size and simple interactions, the first two Villin
(Vil) systems spend a fairly large time outside the nonbonded kernels routines.
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even less evident for the complex interactions. The cutoff interac-
tions in PowerPC is a special case, because the SPC/TIP3P kernel
has been manually fine tuned, which we have not yet had time to
do for TIP4P. Reaction-field is only slightly slower than plain
cutoff Coulomb, and when combined with switched Lennard–
Jones it provides relatively accurate simulations with very little
speed compromise. PME is definitely better, but the performance
a bit lower due to the charge spreading and interpolation. Unfor-
tunately, these operations are slow on modern CPUs because they
cause a large amount of cache misses. There might be a way to
improve this slightly, though: because the GROMACS direct-
space interactions are quite fast it would make sense to extend the
cutoff in combination with a coarser reciprocal-space grid. We are
currently investigating which combinations to use to maintain
accuracy. Finally, the user table interactions means GROMACS
still provides quite impressive performance for arbitrary forms of
the direct-space interaction potentials!

Appendix B: Analysis Tools

A number of programs with options to perform common trajectory
analyses are distributed with the GROMACS package. Most of
these analyses can be performed either on default or on user-
defined atom selections. Advanced atom selections can be stored in
a so-called index file, which in turn, is generated by an interactive
program (make_ndx). This approach yields a very flexible way of
analyzing trajectories. The analysis tasks automated in this way
include, among others:

● Analysis of energy components, including interactions between
user-defined groups of atoms. Fluctuations and drift are auto-
matically calculated. The reported statistics is not calculated
from the data points stored in the energy file, but as the true
values based on all the simulation time steps.

● Mean square displacement of groups of atoms and velocity
autocorrelation functions that can be used to determine diffusion
coefficients.69

● Transverse current autocorrelation functions to determine the
shear viscosity from an equilibrium simulation.

● Root mean square deviations (RMSD) between a reference
structure and a trajectory, or a complete RMSD matrix of a
trajectory against itself or against another trajectory.

● RMSD of pairs of distances, that is, the differences in distances
between all atomic pairs in a reference structure and those in the
trajectory. The advantage of this algorithm over traditional
RMSD is that it is independent of the superposition, and hence,
can be used for very different structures.

● Dielectric analysis to calculate dielectric constants and Kirk-
wood factors142 and Cole–Cole plots.

● Radial distribution functions.
● Analysis of the orientation of solvent molecules around solutes.
● Hydrogen bond analysis based on geometric criteria and hydro-

gen bond lifetime analysis.143

● Analysis of formation and breaking of salt bridges.
● Protein secondary structure can be analyzed using a GROMACS

front-end to the dictionary of secondary structure in proteins

(DSSP144) program. Pretty (PostScript) plots of the secondary
structure as a function of time can be made.130

● Solvent-accessible surface of macromolecules can be computed
from trajectories or structures using the algorithms of Eisen-
haber et al.145

● Chemical shifts can be computed based on �/ angles146 or
protein conformations.147,148

● Relaxation times for molecular motions can be calculated in a
form directly comparable to NMR results.149

● Order parameters for lipid carbon tails.98,99

● Density profiles, either along a box axis, which is useful for
interface studies,100,150 or radial for systems like a micel.101

● Analysis of a bundle of axes: the distance of the axes to the
center and two different tilt angles. This is especially useful for
transmembrane helices.

● Ramachandran plots.151 A time-dependent Ramachandran plot
can be visualized with an X-windows program that displays the
Ramachandran plot for all frames in a molecular dynamics
trajectory as a function of time.

● A special program to study all dihedral angles in proteins, as
well as a more general tool for angle- and dihedral analysis.

● Analysis of bond length distributions.
● A clustering program to combine similar conformations of a

molecule, with support for several different algorithms.152,153

● Cluster size analysis tool for nucleation and condensation anal-
ysis.

● The radius of gyration of arbitrary sets of atoms can be com-
puted, and a principal component analysis of the moment of
inertia applied to make the result independent of the orientation.

● Positional root-mean-square fluctuations that can be converted
to B-factors.

● Essential Dynamics (ED) analysis or principal component anal-
ysis154,155 can be done in cartesian space or in dihedral space156

using GROMACS tools. There are also tools to analyze the
covariance matrix by making projections of trajectories on the
eigenvectors. In addition, one can use GROMACS to perform
preferential sampling of phase space defined by certain of the
principal components.157,158
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